Preoperative lymph node (LN) status is important for the treatment of bladder cancer (BCa). Here, we report a genomic-clinicopathologic nomogram for preoperatively predicting LN metastasis in BCa. In the discovery stage, 325 BCa patients from TCGA were involved and LN-status-related mRNAs were selected. In the training stage, multivariate logistic regression analysis was used to developed a genomic-clinicopathologic nomogram for preoperative LN metastasis prediction in the training set (SYSMH set, n = 178). In the validation stage, we validated the nomogram using two independent sample sets (SYSUCC set, n = 142; RJH set, n = 104) with respect to its discrimination, calibration and clinical usefulness. As results, we identified five LN-status-related mRNAs, including ADRA1D, COL10A1, DKK2, HIST2H3D and MMP11. Then, a genomic classifier was developed to classify patients into high-and low-risk groups in the training set. Furthermore, a nomogram incorporating the five-mRNA-based classifier, image-based LN status, transurethral resection (TUR) T stage, and TUR lymphovascular invasion (LVI) was constructed in the training set, which performed well in the training and validation sets. Decision curve analysis demonstrated the clinical value of our nomogram. Thus, our genomicclinicopathologic nomogram shows favorable discriminatory ability and may aid in clinical decision-making, especially for cN-patients.
Introduction
Bladder cancer (BCa) is a common cancer with globally high mortality (Burger et al., 2013; Antoni et al., 2017) . Lymph nodes (LNs) are the most common metastatic sites in BCa. Previous studies suggested that 25%-30% of BCa patients treated with radical cystectomy (RC) and pelvic lymph node dissection (PLND) underwent LN metastasis (Stein et al., 2001; Leissner et al., 2004; Vazina et al., 2004; Abol-Enein et al., 2011; Baltaci et al., 2011; Zehnder et al., 2011; Jensen et al., 2012) . Up to 80% of BCa patients with pathologic LN metastasis suffer from recurrence after undergoing RC, while only approximately 30% of BCa patients who are LN-negative (pN0) experience tumor recurrence Stamatakis et al., 2012) . In addition, LN-positive (pN1-3) patients have a significantly lower five-year overall survival rate compared with pN0 patients (15%-31% vs. N 60%) (Bassi et al., 1999; Stein et al., 2001; Karl et al., 2009; Zehnder et al., 2014) .
Preoperative LN status is critical for BCa treatment decision-making, particularly in helping determine the extent of PLND and the use of neoadjuvant chemotherapy (Kluth et al., 2015; Zargar-Shoshtari et al., 2016) . Currently, contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CT) is the standard clinical procedure for preoperatively evaluating the LN stage (McKibben and Woods, 2015) . However, the sensitivity of CT at detecting metastatic lesions in the LNs is relative low (31%-45%) (Baltaci et al., 2008; Lodde et al., 2010; Goodfellow et al., 2014) . As a consequence, a considerable portion of patients with inaccurate staging may receive inadequate treatment or overtreatment. In particular, understaging might lead to postoperative recurrence or even death (Culp et al., 2014) ; conversely, overstaging is likely to subject a patient to needless neoadjuvant chemotherapy or unnecessarily extensive PLND. Therefore, there is an urgent need to improve the nodal staging accuracy for the treatment of BCa.
In recent years, gene expression signatures have been used to predict LN metastasis in BCa (Smith et al., 2011; Seiler et al., 2016) . However, the models developed in these studies have not yet been used in clinical practice due to limitations. Smith et al. developed a 20-mRNAbased classifier for predicting LN status preoperatively in BCa patients (Smith et al., 2011) . The predictive efficacy of the model was modest, with an area under the curve (AUC) of 0.67 in the external validation set. Seiler et al. developed a 51-RNA-based classifier that achieved an AUC of 0.82 for predicting BCa LN metastasis (Seiler et al., 2016) , but this study was limited by the lack of external validation. Moreover, the previously developed models were limited to clinically node-negative (cN-) BCa patients, and clinical factors were not incorporated into the predictive models for evaluation.
In the current study, we postulated that inclusive models incorporating a genomic signature and clinicopathologic factors might improve the accuracy of nodal staging. We identified mRNAs that significantly correlated with LN metastasis by mining RNA-SEQ data from the TCGA BLCA project and then developed a multiple-mRNA classifier in our BCa sample set. The genomic classifier was further combined with clinicopathological factors to build an inclusive nomogram for predicting LN status preoperatively. We assessed the predictive accuracy of the nomogram and validated it in two independent sample sets. We also evaluated the predictive efficacy of the nomogram in clinically low-risk subgroups (non-muscle invasive bladder cancer [NMIBC] or cN-).
Materials and Methods

Patients and Clinical Database
In this study, a total of 424 BCa patients who had undergone RC and PLND without preoperative therapy were recruited from three independent cancer centers, including 178 samples from the Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hospital of Sun Yat-sen University (SYSMH) between March 2006 and December 2017, 142 samples from the Sun Yat-sen University Cancer Center (SYSUCC) between April 2002 and September 2017, and 104 samples from the Renji Hospital of Shanghai Jiaotong University School of Medicine (RJH) between June 2013 and July 2017. The inclusion criteria were pT0-4N0-3M0 BCa patients who underwent RC + PLND and those with tumor samples, which were confirmed urothelial carcinoma pathologically. The exclusion criteria were BCa patients who underwent preoperative therapy (either neoadjuvant chemotherapy or radiotherapy) or didn't receive pre-RC transurethral resection of bladder tumor (TURBT) in the three centers, and those with samples with insufficient total RNA or a failed quality control (QC) step. All patients underwent CT or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) before TURBT. The procedures of PLND and RNA QC were described in the Supplementary Material in detail. The patient recruitment pathway is shown in Supplementary Fig. S1 . Clinicopathological data were collected through medical record review and included age, gender, BCa recurrence, image-based tumor size, image-based tumor number, image-based N stage, status of hydronephrosis, TUR T stage, TUR tumor grade, and TUR lymphovascular invasion (LVI). LVI was considered present only if tumor cells were unequivocally presented within or attached to the wall of a vascular or lymphatic space on hematoxylin & eosin stained sections (Cho et al., 2009) . As for indeterminate cases and aggressive tumors cases, multiple serial sections were used. The BCa patients were classified using the 2009 TNM staging system (Sobin et al., 2009 ) and the 2004 WHO classification (Epstein et al., 2004) . We defined cases as clinical LN positive (cN+) if pelvic LN N 8 mm or abdominal LN N 10 mm in the maximum short-axis diameter based on CT or MRI (Dorfman et al., 1991; Barentsz et al., 1999) . To ensure validity of the pathologic outcomes extraction, all samples were reassessed by two pathologists (Hong Zen and Lin Wang) while blinded to patient clinicopathological data and the findings of the other reviewer. Interreader reliability measured using the intraclass correlation coefficient was N0.95 for each pathologic characteristic. We used the SYSMH samples as the training set for model development and the SYSUCC and RJH samples as the external validation sets. The institutional review boards of the three centers approved this study and the need to obtain informed consent was waived.
qRT-PCR
Total RNA from 424 fresh-frozen BCa tissue samples was extracted using RNAiso plus reagent (TaKaRa) according to the manufacturer's instructions, and the expression of BCa LN status-related mRNAs (selected in the discovery stage) was further examined via qRT-PCR. First-strand cDNA was synthesized with PrimeScript™ RT Master Mix (TAKARA) according to the manufacturer's instructions. The qRT-PCR was conducted to examine the expression of the selected mRNAs using SYBR-Green PCR Master Mix (Roche) on a LightCycler 96 Real-Time PCR instrument (Roche). Homo sapiens actin beta (ACTB) was used as an internal reference gene to normalize mRNA levels between different samples for an exact comparison of transcript level. Expression levels of each mRNA were calculated using the −△CT approach (△CT = CT of mRNA -CT of ACTB RNA).
Source of the TCGA BLCA Project Data
Normalized gene expression data (level 3, RNA-SEQ data from an Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform) were obtained from the UCSC Cancer Genomics Browser (https://genome-cancer.ucsc.edu) on 1 June 2016. The UCSC website contains a detailed description of data normalization. Briefly, the gene expression profile was measured experimentally using the Illumina HiSeq 2000 RNA Sequencing platform at a TCGA Genome Center. Level 3 interpreted data were downloaded from the TCGA Data Portal (https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/). This dataset provides genelevel transcription estimates as an RSEM normalized count. Genes were mapped onto the human genome coordinates using the UCSC cgData HUGO probeMap.
Procedures
Our study was conducted in three stages: discovery stage, training stage and validation stage. The study flowchart is presented in Fig. 1 . In the discovery stage, we used paired samples (tumor/normal) from BCa patients in the TCGA BLCA project as discovery set I (n = 19 pairs); all BCa patients with nodal status information in the TCGA were included in discovery set II (n = 325). Discovery set II included 113 patients with LN-positive disease (pN1-3) and 212 patients with LN-negative disease (pN0). A volcano plot analysis of discovery set I was used to screen for differentially expressed mRNAs, and we then used the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) logistic regression algorithm (Tibshirani, 1996) to identify BCa-associated mRNAs as candidates. Furthermore, the LASSO logistic regression model was used to screen LN status-correlated mRNAs from the candidate mRNAs in discovery set II (see Fig. 2 and Statistical Analysis section).
In the training stage, a multivariable logistic regression model was used to construct a multi-mRNA-based classifier for predicting LN status in the training (SYSMH) set based on the significant LN statuscorrelated mRNAs identified in the discovery stage. We then derived the genetic risk scores from the multi-mRNA-based classifier. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was performed to investigate the predictive efficiency of the multi-mRNA-based classifier by measuring the AUC. Furthermore, independent validations were conducted using two external samples sets, the SYSUCC and RJH sets. In addition, we evaluated the classification performance of the model in distinguishing BCa patients with a low or high risk of LN metastasis.
To calculate the genetic risk scores reflecting the risk of LN metastasis for each patient, a regression equation was derived using the estimated coefficients in the above multivariable regression model (the five-mRNA classifier). Based on the genetic risk scores computed using the regression formula, we classified BCa patients into low-and highrisk groups based on the optimal risk score cutoff value, which represented the point at which the Youden index (sensitivity + specificity − 1) reached a maximum value in the SYSMH set. Then, we applied the optimal risk score cutoff value to the two independent sample sets (the SYSUCC and RJH sets) to evaluate the classification performance of the model.
To build a genomic-clinicopathologic nomogram, we used a multivariable logistic regression model to identify the clinical risk factors that were significantly correlated with LN status and then combined them with the five-mRNA classifier to construct the inclusive model using the SYSMH set. Then, the performance of the inclusive nomogram was evaluated in the SYSMH set. We also compared the discrimination ability of the nomogram with the genomic classifier and clinicopathologic factors by ROC analysis in all patients.
In the validation stage, the performance of the inclusive nomogram was validated in the independent sample sets, the SYSUCC and RJH sets. The predictive accuracy and discrimination ability of the nomogram were determined using a calibration plot and C-index, respectively. Then, decision curve analysis (DCA) was performed to evaluate the clinical usefulness of the nomogram in three datasets (Vickers et al., 2008; Vickers et al., 2016) . DCA was performed by calculating the net benefit for a range of threshold probabilities (Vickers et al., 2008) , which place benefits and harms on the same scale. This analysis helps determine whether clinical decision-making based on a model will do more good than harm. DCA provides straightforward information about the clinical value of a model, in contrast to traditional measures such as sensitivity or specificity, which are abstract statistical concepts (Vickers et al., 2016) .
Finally, ROC analysis was used to evaluate and compare the discrimination ability of the nomogram with the genomic classifier and clinicopathologic factors in the subgroups diagnosed as clinically low risk (NMIBC or cN-). Based on the risk scores from the inclusive nomogram, we classified clinically low-risk patients into low-and high-risk groups using the optimal risk score cutoff value, which was defined using the approach described above. Then, we defined the optimal risk score cutoff values in the two subgroups (NMIBC or cN-) to evaluate the classification performance of the nomogram.
Statistical Analysis
Volcano plot analysis was conducted based on absolute fold change (FC N 2.0) in combination with adjusted t-test p values (P b .05). Penalty parameter tuning conducted by 10-fold cross-validation (CV) was used in the LASSO logistic regression. Multivariable logistic regression was used to screen the significant clinicopathologic risk factors and to construct a multi-mRNA-based classifier, and the likelihood ratio test with backward step-wise selection approach was applied.
All the statistical tests were conducted in R statistical software version 3.3.1. The LASSO logistic regression model was performed with the "glmnet" package, and the ROC curves were plotted with the "pROC" package. Hierarchical cluster analysis using the "complete" method with a dissimilarity structure as produced by Euclidean distance was performed with the "R gplots" package. The nomogram and calibration plots were generated with the "rms" package, and the HosmerLemeshow test was performed with the "generalhoslem" package. The DCA was performed with the "dca.R". A two-sided P value b.05 was considered statistically significant.
Role of the Funding Source
The sponsors of the study had no role in study design, data collection, data analysis, data interpretation, or writing of the report. The corresponding author (T-XL) had full access to all the data in the study and had final responsibility for the decision to submit for publication. 05. In comparison of BCa tumor tissues with matched adjacent normal tissues, a total of 4077 differentially expressed mRNAs with statistical significance were identified (green points in the plot). Among them, 1635 mRNAs were up-regulated and 2442 were down-regulated. (b) Selection of tuning parameter (λ) in the LASSO model via 10-fold cross-validation in discovery set I. Binomial deviances from the LASSO regression's cross-validation procedure were plotted as a function of log(λ). λ is the tuning parameter. Y-axis indicates binomial deviances. The lower x-axis indicates log(λ). Numbers along the upper x-axis represent the average number of predictors. Red dots indicate average deviance values for each model with given λ, and vertical bars through the red dots show the upper and lower values of the deviances. The vertical black lines define the optimal values of λ, where the model provides its best fits to the data. The optimal λ value of 0.0048 with log (λ) = −5.330 was chosen via 10-fold cross-validation based on the minimum criteria. (c) LASSO coefficients produced by the regression analysis (in B). A vertical line at x-axis with log (λ) = −5.330 were generated based on the minimum criteria in 10-fold cross-validation procedure. The 14 resulting predictors with nonzero coefficients were indicated in the plot. (d) Hierarchical cluster analysis of 14 BCa-related mRNAs. Red color represents up-regulated expression, and green color indicates down-regulated expression. (e-f) LASSO logistic regression analysis was used to narrow the 14 BCa-related mRNAs to five LN-status-related ones in discovery set II (n = 325): (e) Selection of tuning parameter (λ) in the LASSO model via 10-fold cross-validation in discovery set II. The optimal λ value of 0.0270, with log (λ) = −3.613 was chosen based on minimum criteria. (f) LASSO coefficients produced by the regression analysis (in E). Five LN-status predictors (namely, ADRA1D, COL10A1, DKK2, HIST2H3D and MMP11) with non-zero coefficients were chosen in the LASSO logistic regression model based on the optimal λ value.
Results
We developed the model for the preoperative prediction of LN metastasis in three stages, including the discovery, training and validation stages. The study flowchart is presented in Fig. 1 . In total, we recruited 424 BCa patients who underwent RC and PLND without preoperative therapy from the three centers. We quantitated the expression of the identified mRNAs in all the BCa patients using qRT-PCR. The patients' clinicopathologic characteristics are shown in Table 1 . In total, 23.6% (100/424) patients were understaged or overstaged by clinical nodal staging in our study.
In the discovery stage, volcano plot analysis (FC N 2.0 and P b .05) identified 4077 differentially expressed mRNAs in discovery set I (Fig. 2a) . We then used a LASSO logistic regression algorithm to identify 14 BCa-associated mRNAs (Fig. 2c) ; the optimal tuning parameter λ corresponded to the minimum prediction error selected via the 10-fold CV method (Fig. 2b) . With regard to the 14 significant mRNAs, hierarchical cluster analysis successfully separated the 19 pairs of BCa tumor/normal samples into two discrete groups (Fig. 2d) . Last, we used a LASSO logistic regression model in discovery set II (n = 325) to screen LN status-correlated mRNAs and selected five mRNAs from the 14 BCa-associated mRNAs. We identified ADRA1D, COL10A1, DKK2, HIST2H3D and MMP11 as significantly correlated with LN status in BCa patients ( Fig. 2e and f and Supplementary Table S3). Table 2 lists the relation between expression and LN status for each mRNA.
In the training stage, a multivariable logistic regression model was used to construct a five-mRNA-based classifier for predicting LN status in the training set (the SYSMH set, n = 178) based on the findings in the discovery stage. According to this regression model, a risk score for the risk of LN metastasis was calculated for each patient based on their individual expression levels of the five mRNAs: risk score = (5.5735 * ADRA1D expression level) + (0.8713 * COL10A1 expression level) − (0.3087 * DKK2 expression level) + (20.1961 * MMP11 expression level) − (3.5974 * HIST2H3D expression level) − 1.0833. We then derived the genetic risk scores based on the established model. Next, ROC analysis (Fig. 3a) was performed to investigate the predictive efficiency of the classifier. The resulting AUC was 0.7867 (95% CI 0.7093-0.8642), which indicated that our five-mRNA-based classifier had superior predictive efficiency. External validation using the SYSUCC set (n = 142) and the RJH set (n = 104) was performed to validate the predictive efficiency of the classifier, with resulting AUC values of 0.7645 (95% CI 0.6797-0.8494) and 0.7234 (95% CI 0.5989-0.8479), respectively ( Fig. 3c and e) . Overall, the risk score showed favorable discrimination ability in all three sets.
We also evaluated the classification performance of the model in distinguishing BCa patients with a low or high risk of LN metastasis. We defined an optimal risk score cutoff value of −1.005 based on the Youden index in the training set (the SYSMH set). The patients in each set were categorized into low-and high-risk groups according to the cutoff value. Notably, the high-risk group had a higher possibility of harboring LN metastasis in all three sets (Fig. 3b, d and f) . When stratified by clinicopathological risk factors, the five-mRNA-based classifier remained a favorable predictive model (Fig. 4 and Supplementary Fig. S2 ). There is a potential benefit to identifying the high-risk population among those who are clinically considered low risk (NMIBC or cN-) and the low-risk population among those who are clinically characterized as high risk (MIBC or cN+), thus avoiding overstaging or understaging in clinical practice.
To construct a clinical nomogram, we first evaluated the clinicopathological risk factors and selected TUR T stage, image-based LN status and TUR LVI using a multivariable logistic regression model (Table 3) . By combining the selected clinicopathological risk factors with the fivemRNA-based classifier, we constructed an inclusive nomogram that incorporated the genomic classifier and clinicopathologic factors, thus providing clinicians with an efficient tool to predict the individual risk of LN metastasis in a BCa patient preoperatively (Fig. 5a) . To compare the discrimination ability of the inclusive nomogram with the fivemRNA-based classifier and clinicopathological risk factors, we Table 1 Clinicopathological characteristics of patients from three independent centers. SYSMH set (n = 178) SYSUCC set (n = 142) RJH set (n = 104) conducted ROC analyses of all patients (n = 424) (Fig. 5b) . The results suggested that the inclusive nomogram had higher prediction efficacy (AUC 0.8858, 95% CI 0.8525-0.9190) compared with the five-mRNAbased classifier or the model containing clinicopathological risk factors alone. We also defined an optimal risk score cutoff value of −1.779 in the training set based on the Youden index. The calibration curve of the nomogram is shown in Fig. 5c . The Hosmer-Lemeshow test suggested that there was no significant departure from excellent fit (P = .9640). The C-index value of 0.9017 (95% CI 0.8484-0.9360) for the bootstrapping validation in the SYSMH set also indicated good discrimination by the nomogram. In the validation stage, the nomogram was externally validated in the SYSUCC set (n = 142) and the RJH set (n = 104). Calibration curves were plotted to assess the calibration of the nomogram (Fig. 5c) . The Hosmer-Lemeshow test indicated a satisfactory goodness-of-fit of the nomogram in the SYSUCC and RJH sets (P value 0.8501 and 0.8489, respectively). Notably, the C-indexes of the two validation sets were 0.8588 (95% CI 0.7902-0.9219) and 0.9255 (95% CI 0.8698-0.9598), respectively. We also obtained consistent results in all 424 patients from both of the training set and the validation sets, with a C-index of 0.8861 (95% CI 0.8492-0.9152) (see Supplementary Fig. S4B ).
The DCA results for the nomogram are presented in Fig. 5d -f. The DCA showed that if the probability threshold for doctors or patients is 10% or more, LN status-related treatment decision-making based on the genomic-clinicopathologic nomogram adds more net benefit than treating either all patients or none in each independent dataset in this study. In other words, our nomogram was clinically useful for the study subjects.
Furthermore, ROC analysis was performed to evaluate the discrimination ability of the inclusive nomogram in the clinically low-risk patient subgroups (NMIBC or cN-), and the results are shown in Fig. 6 . Encouragingly, the inclusive nomogram also showed good discrimination ability in the NMIBC subgroup (AUC 0.8396, 95% CI 0.5873-1.0000; Fig. 6a ) and the cN-subgroup (AUC 0.8633, 95% CI 0.8174-0.9093; Fig. 6c ). Moreover, we defined optimal risk score cutoff values of −1.779 in the NMIBC subgroup and −1.636 in the cN-subgroup based on the Youden index. The patients in each subgroup were categorized into low-and high-risk groups according to the cutoff values. Notably, the high-risk group had a higher possibility of harboring LN metastasis in both subgroups ( Fig. 6b and d) .
Finally, we compared the inclusive nomogram with the clinicopathologic nomogram, which incorporated only clinicopathologic factors (including TUR T stage, image-based LN status and TUR LVI) (Supplementary Fig. S3 ). The results indicated that the calibration curve and DCA of the clinicopathologic nomogram were inferior to the inclusive genomic-clinicopathologic nomogram (Supplementary Figs. S4 and S5) . Considering the significant relationship of pathologic node status and recurrence-free survival, we wondered whether risk stratification by the nomogram could also indicate recurrence-free survival postcystectomy. We used Kaplan-Meier survival analysis to compare patients at low risk of LN metastasis with those at high risk according to the nomogram using the optimal cutoff mentioned above for the SYSMH set. The log-rank test showed that the high-risk subgroup had significantly shorter recurrence-free survival than the low-risk subgroup (P b .0001, Supplementary Fig. S6 ).
Discussion
The preoperative prediction of LN status is important for decisionmaking regarding BCa treatment regimens, specifically concerning the extent of PLND and the use of neoadjuvant chemotherapy. However, the accuracy of the current preoperative nodal staging is unsatisfactory; a considerable portion of patients are understaged, and some are overstaged. Therefore, accurate predictive tools for LN staging before surgery are urgently needed. In this study, we developed an inclusive nomogram that combined a five-mRNA-based classifier with three clinicopathological risk factors to predict LN metastasis in BCa patients. We validated the nomogram in two independent sample sets and achieved good performance in predicting LN metastasis preoperatively. Importantly, our model might benefit the subgroups of BCa patients who are clinically considered as having a low risk of nodal metastasis (NMIBC or cN-).
Current guidelines for BCa patients suggest that PLND should be considered as an essential part of RC, but the proximal extent of a PLND at the time of RC has always been an issue of controversy (Alfred Witjes et al., 2017) . Shariat et al. developed a clinical nodal scoring model based on the preoperative T stage to help determining the minimum number of lymph nodes that should be removed at RC (Shariat et al., 2012) . Several studies have also suggested that BCa patients benefit from extended PLND compared with standard PLND (Bruins et al., 2014) . However, a recent randomized clinical trial presented a trend but no significant difference toward improved survival with an extended PLND, comparing with limited PLND (Gschwend et al., 2016) . Nowadays, extended PLND has not been widely adopted in current clinical practice, in particular for clinically low-risk patients (NMIBC or cN-) , because the population that will benefit and the potential harm caused by the enlargement of the PLND have not been determined. It is obvious that patients harboring LN metastasis will likely benefit from extended PLND. Thus, accurate preoperative prediction of LN status might help identify appropriate patients for extended PLND, in particular among those in the clinical low-risk subgroup (NMIBC or cN-). In addition to identifying appropriate patients for PLND, accurate preoperative nodal staging might also help select appropriate patients for neoadjuvant chemotherapy and improve BCa patient survival. A previous phase III randomized trial indicated that patients with muscleinvasive bladder cancer (MIBC) benefited from neoadjuvant chemotherapy, with an increase in 10-year survival from 30% to 36% (Griffiths et al., 2011) . In addition, the EAU guidelines recommend offering neoadjuvant chemotherapy to BCa patients with T2-T4a, cN0M0 stage disease. However, neoadjuvant chemotherapy has not been applied regularly in clinical practice and is rarely administered to T2 patients because a high percentage of patients will not benefit from it and it is difficult to predict who will have a therapeutic response (Advanced Bladder Cancer Overview Collaboration., 2005; Martini et al., 2016) . The goal of neoadjuvant chemotherapy is to target micrometastatic lesions, including positive LNs (Mertens et al., 2014) , indicating that pN1~3 patients are likely to benefit from neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Therefore, a preoperative tool for predicting LN status might help select appropriate patients for neoadjuvant chemotherapy.
It is important to construct a pre-cystectomy decision model to predict LN stage. Karakiewicz et al. developed a nomogram including "TUR T stage" and "TUR grade" to predict pN stage with a prediction accuracy of 63.1% . In addition to the clinicopathologic Fig. 3 . The performance of the models in the training sets (the SYSMH set) and two independent sample sets (the SYSUCC set and the RJH set). Left panels represent ROC curve analyses for the genomic risk scores derived from the five-mRNA-based classifier; right panels represent high-and low-risk population classifications based on the genomic risk scores. (a, b) the SYSMH set, (c, d) the SYSUCC set, and (e, f) the RJH set. OR (95% CI, chi-square test) and AUC (95% CI) are presented. ROC = receiver operator characteristic. AUC = area under the curve.
model, genomic models have emerged for disease prediction in recent years. To our knowledge, there are two studies involved genomic models that identify pN1-3 and pN0 BCa patients (Smith et al., 2011; Seiler et al., 2016) . One study was conducted by Smith and colleagues, who constructed a 20-mRNA-based classifier based on the gene expression signature to evaluate the possibility of LN metastasis in cN-MIBC patients before RC. The model was validated externally with a modest AUC of 0.67 (Smith et al., 2011) . Seiler et al. built a 51-RNA-based model and achieved an AUC of 0.82 (95% CI 0.71-0.93) (Seiler et al., 2016) . Although the prediction power of the 51-RNA-based model was favorable, the model lacked external validation. To achieve more efficient genomic classifiers for BCa patients with a distinct risk of LN metastasis, we developed a five-mRNA-based classifier and a genomic-clinicopathologic model in the training set and externally validated it in two independent sample sets. The five-mRNAbased classifier contains five mRNAs: ADRA1D, COL10A1, DKK2, HIST2H3D and MMP11. Among them, ADRA1D, COL10A1, DKK2 and MMP11 have been previously reported to be associated with cancer (Chapman et al., 2012; Colciago et al., 2016; Li et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2016) . ADRA1D and DKK2 have been reported to promote metastasis in prostate cancer (Colciago et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2016) . Notably, MMP11 overexpression has been demonstrated to be related to LN metastasis in BCa . Consequently, further research on the The decision curve analyses (DCAs) for the genomic-clinicopathologic nomogram in the SYSMH set (d), the SYSUCC set (e) and the RJH set (f). The Y-axis represents the net benefit. The pink line represents the genomic-clinicopathologic nomogram. The blue line represents the hypothesis that all patients were involved in LN metastases. The black line represents the hypothesis that no patients are involved in LN metastases. The X-axis represents the threshold probability. The threshold probability is where the expected benefit of treatment is equal to the expected benefit of avoiding treatment. For example, if the possibility of LN metastasis involvement of a patient was over the threshold probability, treatment strategy for LN metastasis should be adopted. All the decision curves in three sets showed that if the threshold probability is between 10% and 100%, using the genomic-clinicopathologic nomogram to predict LN metastases adds more benefit than either all of patients were treated or none of them were treated. biological function of these selected mRNAs is likely to offer new insights into BCa LN metastasis. The AUC of our five-mRNA-based classifier was 0.7867 (95% CI 0.7093-0.8642), which is comparable to that of the previously reported 51-RNA-based model (Seiler et al., 2016) . When stratified by clinicopathologic factors, our five-mRNA-based classifier remained a favorable predictive model. Furthermore, we postulated that the inclusive model combining the genomic signature and clinical risk factors might achieve a more favorable and reliable prediction efficacy for LN status prediction. Indeed, the genomic-clinicopathologic nomogram performed well (C-index 0.9017, 95% CI [0.8484-0.9360]) in LN prediction and was consistently validated in two independent sample sets. Hence, our genomic-clinicopathologic nomogram may represent a reliable and accurate tool for LN status prediction, which is helpful for BCa treatment decision-making.
Notably, a valuable feature of our inclusive nomogram might be the discrimination ability in clinically low-risk subgroups (NMIBC or cN-). BCa patients diagnosed with NMIBC or cN-disease are usually considered at low risk of LN metastasis and are therefore not subjected to neoadjuvant chemotherapy or extended PLND. However, some patients in the clinically low-risk subgroups have LN metastasis, and they are likely to benefit from neoadjuvant chemotherapy or extended PLND. It is a formidable challenge to precisely identify the patients who will experience LN metastasis. Encouragingly, our inclusive nomogram showed good discrimination ability in the NMIBC and cN-subgroups. Moreover, when categorized into low and high-risk groups according to the cutoff values of the risk score derived from the nomogram, the high-risk group had a significantly higher possibility of harboring LN metastasis in both clinically low-risk subgroups (NMIBC and cN-) . Thus, our inclusive nomogram might benefit a large proportion of the patients who might be incorrectly considered at low risk of harboring LN metastasis.
Compared with previous predictive models, our model has several advantages. First, unlike the reported 20-mRNA-based model or 51-RNA-based model, we focused on cN0-3 patients rather than cN-patients only (Smith et al., 2011; Seiler et al., 2016) . Some pN0 patients may be incorrectly diagnosed as LN positive (cN+) and thus may receive excessive treatment (Baltaci et al., 2008; Lodde et al., 2010; Goodfellow et al., 2014) , such as unnecessary neoadjuvant chemotherapy or extended PLND, which come with the risks of side effects, delayed operation, or additional operative complications. Therefore, we included patients diagnosed at stage cN0-3 in the predictive model to enable us to potentially discriminate pN0 patients who were incorrectly diagnosed as cN+. Second, we used qRT-PCR, a simple, low-cost and reliable procedure, for the five-mRNA-based classifier, thus making our model more practical for clinical use. Third, we combined the genomic signature with clinicopathological risk factors to construct an inclusive nomogram for predicting LN metastasis, thereby taking advantage of both genomic and clinical information and perhaps improving accuracy. Such an inclusive model for BCa LN metastasis prediction has not yet been reported.
A limitation of our research is that our nomogram lacked prospective validation. Multicenter prospective clinical trials with a large sample size are needed to provide high-level evidence for clinical application. Nevertheless, randomized clinical trial examining tissues from transurethral resection of bladder tumor (TURBT) are warranted to validate our findings.
In conclusion, we developed a five-mRNA-based classifier for LN metastasis prediction in BCa patients. The inclusive nomogram incorporating the five-mRNA-based classifier and clinicopathologic factors might represent an efficient and valuable tool for individual LN metastasis prediction and BCa treatment decision-making, in particular for those patients diagnosed at stage NMIBC or cN-.
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